Hippocampal extracellular space micro-EEG--high frequency oscillations.
The hippocampal extracellular space electro-magnetic field interactions and related integrative mechanisms are important factors in the make-up of the micro-EEG. Combinations of ion currents give rise to complex patterns of neuronal electrical activity in the brain cell microenvironment, the extracellular space. The flow of ions through populations of ion channels in the neuronal plasma membrane and give rise to trans membrane ion currents. It is the sum of various currents flowing at any point in time that determines the neurons membrane potential. The multiple ion channels with their diverse and interacting regulatory mechanisms allow the neuron to modulate its electrical properties in complex ways of high frequency oscillations and electrical fields. Some of the hippocampal neurons have ionic conductances organized to endow them with auto rhythmicity. In many neurons the kinetics of these ionic voltage dependent conductances are such that the cells may respond preferentially to inputs at a certain frequency or frequencies acting as a resonators.